Artios Academies of Greenville
2019-2020 Course Descriptions (rev. 03/06/19)
Note: A 3% tuition discount will be given if you choose an automatic payment plan.
Note: Worldview is required for all MS and HS students.

Elementary Courses Offered (Thursday)
Course Abbr
Acad1.0

Course Name
Academy of Arts
and History
1.0

Program

Course Description

Academy

The Academy of Arts and History program fosters a
love for the arts as the student’s progress in skill
level in the four core courses (History, Theater, Art,
and Music), as well as Physical Education. The core
courses integrate with each other through the
historical Ancient time period. Each is taught from a
Biblical worldview by incorporating key principles
and life application using a hands-on, creative, and
integrative approach to learning done in compliance
with the National Arts Standards.
This four-hour program is designed as a whole-child
approach to fine arts for each age level to allow time
for building a strong community. Two experienced
teachers will teach together in the same classroom
to allow for more individual time with each student.
This program includes an option to choose between
morning and afternoon sessions.

Tuition
$

795.00

Grades
K-6

Elementary Courses Offered (Monday) (i.e. Artios Plus)
Note: Students must be enrolled in either the Academy of Arts & History or Preparatory to participate. If not enrolled in the Academy,
then a minimum of two Preparatory classes must be selected. SmartStart satisfies the 2 class minimum requirement.
ArtClubEL

Art Club Elementary

Artios Plus

Elem Art Club students will sharpen their art
skills and explore various art techniques and
mediums. Group and individual art-related
projects and field trips may be used to enrich the
students’ experience.

$

360.00

1-5

Chor-EL

Chorale Elementary

Artios Plus

Elem Choir members will learn a wide variety of
repertoire. Basic vocal and choral skills will be
taught and performance techniques learned.
They will sing a variety of music and may have
opportunities to perform throughout the year in
class-concert settings and/or productions.

$

360.00

1-6

Choreo-EL

Choreography Club
- Elementary

Artios Plus

Younger students enjoy learning the basics of
dance. They may have opportunities to perform
in front of family and friends throughout the year
in class-concert settings and productions.
(Purchase of rehearsal attire and performance
attire may be required.)

$

360.00

1-6

DramaEL

Drama Club Elementary

Artios Plus

This class provides students the opportunity to
experience the production of a play in an ageappropriate context. Students will hone their
verbal and movement skills, audition for roles,
work with scripts, and become familiar with other
aspects of stage production. While reading is a
plus, non-readers are welcome in this class;
however, memorization will be required.

$

360.00

K-5

Requirements: Parent participation in one of our
Drama Club Parent Committees is required.
Production Fee: $75/per show

Note: Students enrolled in this course are
required to participate in the annual ad
campaign fundraiser of $400 per child ($1,000
cap per family).

Elementary Courses Offered (Wednesday)
Hist-UEL

History-Upper
Elementary

LitComp-UEL Literature/Comp
osition-UEL

Math-UEL

Math-Upper
Elementary

Preparatory-UE

Preparatory-UE

Preparatory-UE

This ancient history course is taught from a Biblical
worldview by incorporating key principles and life
application, learning from the events and historical
figures of the past. Students will experience history
in-depth through a variety of learning styles and
opportunities. They will examine and investigate the
biographies of influential people and will create
projects from their own interests. Through essays,
projects, discussion, and research reports, students
will share their knowledge with classmates.

$

Requirements: Textbook: Artios Elementary Home
Companion Series-Ancient Time Period
Integrating beautifully with the Academy program
$
studying the Ancient time period, this course allows
the students to further investigate the use of
grammar and its influence on composition. Students
will enjoy learning how to write in the following
genres: descriptive, narrative, expository, and
persuasive. Students will also be led through the
process of writing essays. Through the use of games
and each student's writing, students will continue in
their understanding of grammar and its uses. They
will learn and implement the eight parts of speech as
well as the rules of punctuation and capitalization.
Students will also enjoy reading stories and myths
from ancient literature. This is a 1.5 hour class.
This course is designed to give students a firm
foundation in basic arithmetic skills, as well as

$

360.00

4-6

465.00

4-6

360.00

4-6

introduce them to fractions, decimals, percentages,
simple geometry, and other higher-level math
concepts. Teaching Textbooks is the math program
we use. The students will take a placement test to
determine the level into which they will be placed.
Students will do homework at home, but when they
come together on a preparatory day, they will play a
variety of math games and will practice skills
individually with the teacher.

Sci-UEL

SmStK-4

Science-UE

SmartStart K-2
SmartStart 3-4

Preparatory-UE

Preparatory-LE

Requirements: Teaching Textbooks 3.0
This course is from the popular elementary Science $
Apologia series, Zoology 3: Land Animals of the
Sixth Day. This third book in the zoology series takes
students on a safari through jungles, deserts,
forests, farms, and even their own backyard to
explore, examine, and enjoy the enchanting
creatures God designed to inhabit the terrain. This
book will have your family snuggling together as you
discover amazing animals from primates to
parasites, kangaroos to caimans, and turtles to the
terrifying T-Rex!
Requirements: Zoology 3: Land Animals of the Sixth
Day Textbook & Notebooking Journal
Courses included: Language Arts, Science, History, $
Math, and PE. These inclusive courses provide a
well-integrated approach to learning. (These classes
are not available for a-la-carte class selections.) The
Artios Smart Start program is designed to provide
students in K-4th grades a
developmentally-appropriate approach to academics
while focusing on the whole heart and unique
individuality of each student. Instruction in this
multi-age classroom will take place through a
combination of large groups, small groups, and
individual instruction. In History, students will be

360.00

4-6

995.00

K-4

STEAM-LE

STEAM-UE

STEAM-Lower
Elementary

Preparatory-LE

STEAM-Upper
Elementary

Preparatory-UE

immersed in our historical ancient time period and in
Science students will learn about the natural world
God created. The physical space of the classroom
will include learning stations, writing labs, science
centers, level-targeted math games, and
creativity-based stations. Weekly integrated
assignments will be provided for parents as a
springboard for their learning at home.
STEAM is a way to take the benefits of STEM and
$ 360.00
complete the package by integrating these principles
in and through the arts. STEAM takes STEM to the
next level. It allows students to
connect their learning in these critical areas
(science, technology, engineering, & math) with art
practices, elements, design principles, and
standards to provide the whole pallet of learning at
their disposal. STEAM removes limitations and
replaces them with wonder, critique, inquiry, and
innovation.
STEAM is a way to take the benefits of STEM and
$ 360.00
complete the package by integrating these principles
in and through the arts. STEAM takes STEM to the
next level. It allows students to connect their learning
in these critical areas (science, technology,
engineering & math) with arts practices, elements,
design principles and standards to provide the whole
pallet of learning at their disposal.
STEAM removes limitations and replaces them with
wonder, critique, inquiry and innovation. Students
will not receive individual grades, but instead will be
involved in team-building projects.

K-4

4-6

Middle School Courses Offered (Monday) Note: 6th graders only accepted in MS courses after an assessment process.
MS-Art

MS Art

Conservatory-MS

MS Core Class

This course will focus on raising the skill level of
the student in their aesthetic approach and
technical abilities in various drawing/painting
techniques and materials while broadening the
student’s understanding and application of the
elements and principles of design. The teacher
may employ replication exercises and direct
observation when drawing from still life,
landscape, architecture and the human form.

$

275.00

6-8

(A text may be required by the teacher.)
Enrollment in all four core MS courses (i.e. Art,
Theater, Music & Worldview) qualifies for a $200
credit on your account.
ArtClubMS

Art Club-MS

Conservatory-MS

MS Art Club students will discover and hone their
art skills and explore various art techniques and
mediums. Group and individual art-related
projects and field trips may be used to enrich the
students’ experience.

$

360.00

6-8

Chor-MS

Choir-MS

Conservatory-MS

Students will learn a wide variety of repertoire.
Basic vocal and choral skills will be taught, and
performance techniques learned. Students will
sing a variety of music and have opportunities to
perform throughout the year.

$

395.00

6-8

Note: Students enrolled in this course are required
to participate in the annual ad campaign
fundraiser of $400 per child ($1,000 cap per
family). The $400/student is required only once
per school year, not once per performance class
enrolled in.
Purchase of choir attire may be required.

Choreo-MS

Choreography-MS

Conservatory-MS

This beginning class will have a base in ballet and
may include jazz, modern and Broadway. There
will be an emphasis on performing, character, and
facial expressions. Students will perform for an
event in the Spring.

$

360.00

6-8

$ 395.00

6-8

Purchase of performance attire may be required
as well as additional competition fees.
Required dance attire:
Girls: black high-neck leotard (no low backs),
black high-neck tank top over black jazz pants,
loose capris or loose gym shorts with long black
cotton leggings underneath, black jazz shoes.
Hair in high ponytail or bun. No dangly jewelry.
Guys: black sweat pants, capris, or gym shorts;
black short sleeve t-shirt; black jazz shoes (socks
if needed).
Note: Students enrolled in this course are required
to participate in the annual ad campaign
fundraiser of $400 per child ($1,000 cap per
family). The $400/student is required only once
per school year, not once per performance class
enrolled in.
DramaMS

Drama-MS

Conservatory-MS

Students discover how much fun it is to get
outside themselves and explore the venue of
acting! Students will hone their verbal and
movement skills, audition for roles, work with
scripts, and become familiar with other aspects of
stage production. Memorization is required, and
students should expect to spend time outside of
class rehearsing their lines and blocking.
They will have several opportunities to perform in
front of family and friends throughout the year,
including taking part in their own show! This class

provides students the opportunity to experience
the production of a play in an age-appropriate,
and God-honoring context.
Note: Students enrolled in this course are required
to participate in the annual ad campaign
fundraiser of $400 per child ($1,000 cap per
family). The $400/student is required only once
per school year, not once per performance class
enrolled in.
MS-Mus

MS Music

Conservatory-MS

MS Core Class

Students will participate in instrumental ensemble
$
skills for percussion, mallet, voice, and other
instruments. This instruction will sharpen their
musical skills and prepare them for future music
study, participation and/or appreciation in choirs,
studios, vocal ensembles, and more. There will be a
very general overview of all the major historical
periods while concentrating on the Ancient Period.
Group and individual art-related projects and field
trips may be used to enrich the students’
experience. In addition, it serves as a critical step in
the Artios scope and sequence towards high school
involvement in music.

275.00

6-8

275.00

6-8

Enrollment in all four core MS courses (i.e. Art,
Theater, Music & Worldview) qualifies for a $200
credit on your account.
MS-Th

MS Theatre
MS Core Class

Conservatory-MS

An introductory treatment of acting, appreciation,
$
and analysis of both dramatic literature and the
theatrical arts through historical overview and
production basics, and in-class workshops intended
to inspire intuitive imagination and a relaxation of
self-consciousness and inhibitions while they
explore the world of a play. This class serves a
critical role in preparing students for public
speaking and participation in future theater
productions. In addition, it serves as a critical step

in the Artios scope and sequence towards high
school involvement in theater.
Enrollment in all four core MS courses (i.e. Art,
Theater, Music & Worldview) qualifies for a $200
credit on your account.
MS-WV

Worldview-MS
MS Core Class

Conservatory-MS

Students will learn God’s Word as the foundation to $
understanding the world around them. Reading,
class discussion, class activities and engaging
lectures will help the students to better grasp the
core doctrines of the Christian faith and better
understand their own beliefs. An added emphasis
on developing good personal and relational skills
and habits will also play a role in helping our
students be prepared biblically, academically, and
relationally for the road ahead. Students will be
expected to read assigned material and to engage
in the class conversation by asking questions and
responding to other students and the instructor. This
course seeks to help middle school students better
grasp and deepen their faith in Biblical truth and
apply it to real-life situations. (Required of all MS
students.)
Enrollment in all four core MS courses (i.e. Art,
Theater, Music & Worldview) qualifies for a $200
credit on your account.

275.00

7-8

Middle School Courses Offered (Wednesday)
Hist-MS

History-MS

Preparatory-MS

You are about to embark on a journey! Depending
on what time period you are studying with us, you
will either be journeying through the Ancient Time
Period (Creation through the Fall of Rome), the
Medieval-Renaissance Time Period (Fall of Rome to
1650), Early Modern Time Period (1650- 1850), or
the Modern Time Period (1850-present). This year
we will begin at the first of our 4 cycles, the Ancient
Time Period. As you are introduced to each time
period, you will be encouraged to view history as
HIStory. We will not only chronologically travel
through history; the flow of people and events; we
will devote purposeful attention to the unfolding of
history through a Biblical worldview lens, revealing
what happened and why. We will explore our study
from a hands -on approach while we use many
original source documents included in the Artios
Home Companion Text.

$ 490.00

7-8

$ 490.00

7-12

$ 490.00

7-8

Requirements: Textbook/Online access: Artios
Home Companion Series for Middle School, Ancient
Time Period
LifeStudy

Life & Study
Skills-MS/HS

Lit-MS

Literature-MS

Preparatory-MS/HS Students learn the skills needed to successfully
navigate their lives and develop to their fullest
potential. This class gives students the tools and
support they need to communicate more effectively,
make informed decisions, set and achieve goals,
study effectively, problem solve, resolve conflict, and
develop time management.
Preparatory-MS

Integrating beautifully with the studying the Ancient
time period, this course leads students to enjoy
reading stories and historical literature. Through the
use of literature, the class will be introduced to basic
literary elements and investigate further grammar

and its influence on composition. Students will enjoy
learning how to write in the following genres:
descriptive, narrative, expository and persuasive.
Students will also be led through the process of
writing essays.
Requirements: Prerequisite: MS Writing and
Mechanics (or equivalent).
Textbook/Online access: Artios Home Companion
Series for Middle School, Ancient Time Period along
with selected book list
PhySci

Physical Science – Preparatory-MS/HS This physical science course is created to give
MS/HS
students an understanding of the basic world that
surrounds them each day of their lives and the
forces in creation, so that they can appreciate the
real-world relevance of scientific inquiry and the
beauty of creation. We believe that students’
educations should prepare them for life, not just an
academic year. Topics in include measurement and
units, earth, atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere,
weather, intro to physics and chemistry as well the
solar system.

$ 490.00

7-9

$ 490.00

6-8

Requirements: Apologia Exploring Creation with
Physical Science 2nd ed. Textbook and Solutions
and Test Booklet
Pre-Alg

Pre-Algebra-MS

Preparatory-MS

Using the Teaching Textbook curriculum combined
with a personalized approach to math progress,
suggested real life activities and projects, and
individualized tutoring, students will complete all
necessary requirements for Pre- Algebra as
prescribed by the local standards. This class covers
whole numbers, fractions, decimals, beginning
algebraic problems and negative numbers. Students
are also working with length, area, and volume in
measurement. Fractions will be covered in depth.

Requirements: Proper placement exam taken,
Teaching Textbook Pre-Algebra 2.0 and Answer Key
Span-I

Spanish I-MS/HS Preparatory-MS/HS Description: Spanish 1 takes an innovative and
engaging approach to helping students not only
learn about Spanish, but learn to communicate at a
novice-high level. All chapters present vocabulary
and grammar within the context of the theme.
Students will develop basic Spanish communication
skills, learn to share the gospel, and study Spanishspeaking countries around the world.

$ 490.00

7-12

Requirement: BJU Press Spanish 1 (3rd Edition) –
specifics will be emailed to registrants.
STEAM-MS

STEAM-MS

Preparatory-MS

STEAM is a way to take the benefits of STEM and
complete the package by integrating these principles
in and through the arts. STEAM takes STEM to the
next level. It allows students to connect their learning
in these critical areas (science, technology,
engineering & math) with arts practices, elements,
design principles and standards to provide the whole
pallet of learning at their disposal.
STEAM removes limitations and replaces them with
wonder, critique, inquiry and innovation. Students
will not receive individual grades, but instead will be
involved in team-building projects.

$ 490.00

7-8

WritMech-MS Writing & Mechanics
- MS

Preparatory-MS

This class is specifically formatted for middle school
students who need a firm foundation in grammar and
writing skills. It works hand in hand with our literature
and history classes and at times will draw on some
of the same topics being covered in those classes by
assigning writing that ties to those topics.
(Enrollment in at least one of those classes is
suggested but not mandatory.)
Students taking this class will gain a firm grasp of
grammar and writing elements necessary for
success in high school. Simple lessons and
systematic practice guide the students to construct
paragraphs effectively (classification, definition,
analogy, and comparison), build various types of
essays (5 paragraph, book reports), and eventually
write papers up to 1,000 words in length.
Requirements: materials will be provided during
class and/or list emailed to registrants prior to
beginning of course
This course is a prerequisite to Literature.

$ 490.00

7-8

High School Courses Offered (Monday)
Acting-I

Acting-I-HS

Conservatory-HS

Based in and branching from the teachings of
Konstantin Stanislavski, this class will cover the
internal and external techniques of acting, as well
as the theory and practice in the art of creating a
character for the stage via solo, duet, and group
scene work, and is intended to provide students
with the tools needed to approach the world of a
play with adequate knowledge and refined
instincts in order to allow them to convincingly and
confidently play their part.

$

490.00

9-12

Acting-II

Acting II-HS

Conservatory-HS

A refinement and expansion of the acting
techniques learned in Acting I; an exploration into
physicality-based, “outside-in” acting methods;
controlling breath, body, and movement through
in-class workshops; and an active
experimentation with representing themes in the
world of a play intended to lead the students not
only to sharper, more truthful acting instincts, but
also to a mindset that allows them to analyze and
accentuate thematic elements and discern how
best to respond to those themes as a performer.

$

490.00

9-12

DPI/II

Drawing & Painting
I/II-HS

Conservatory-HS

Drawing/Painting I is a continuation of classic
studies, focused on raising the skill level of the
student in their aesthetic approach and technical
abilities in various drawing/painting techniques
and materials. The course will seek to develop the
student’s understanding and application of the
elements and principles of design, employing both
replication exercises and direct observation,
drawing from still life, landscape, architecture, and
the human form.

$

490.00

9-12

1st Semester—Drawing in multiple media. (Text
Required.)

2nd Semester—Painting in multiple media. (Text
TBD.)
Any Drawing/Painting II students will be instructed
with their input toward preferred media and
projects. Students may choose to concentrate in
one or more areas of their development.
(Text TBD.)
Chor-HS

Chorale-HS

Conservatory-HS

Students learn and practice the basics of music
theory while learning and performing a wide
variety of musical styles from hymns and spirituals
to Broadway tunes and choral standards. A wide
variety of repertoire will be performed. The BJU
Fine Arts Festival in the fall also provides an
opportunity for the student to compete at the
national level. This choir will consist of those able
to sight read as well as students eager to learn.
The choir will compete at the director’s discretion.
This course is required for Conservatory Music
Majors. (Purchase of choir attire is required.
Competition fees related to choral involvement
apply as student involvement is determined.)

$

490.00

9-12

Choreo-HS

Choreography-HS

Conservatory-HS

The class will have a base in ballet and may
include jazz, modern, and Broadway. Performing,
characterization, and facial expressions are
important ingredients in the instruction. Any
students assessed as advanced may benefit from
opportunities in theatrical choreography and
performance skills. (Purchase of attire and
costuming is required for class, performances,
and competitions. Additional competition fees
apply as student involvement is determined.)

$

490.00

9-12

Note: Students enrolled in this course are required
to participate in the annual ad campaign

fundraiser of $400 per child ($1,000 cap per
family). The $400/student is required only once
per school year, not once per performance class
enrolled in.
Required dance attire:
Girls: black high-neck leotard (no low backs),
black high-neck tank top over black jazz pants,
loose capris or loose gym shorts with long black
cotton leggings underneath, black jazz shoes.
Hair in high ponytail or bun. No dangly jewelry.
Guys: black sweat pants, capris, or gym shorts;
black short sleeve t-shirt; black jazz shoes (socks
if needed).
Students enrolled in this course are eligible to
compete at the CITA competition
DirectIntern

Directing Internship

Conservatory-HS

This internship is designed to give the student
hands-on experience directing a play. The
students will be individually coached to work with
other students and direct specific scenes in a
class project or one of the school productions.
The class will cover text analysis, blocking,
scheduling, casting, and other skills needed to
direct a play.

$

0.00

9-12

490.00

9-12

Both an application and interview
process are
required for acceptance into this program. (Must
be enrolled in HS Drama).
DramaHS

Drama-HS

Conservatory-HS

Students learn and develop confidence and
effective communication skills and discover their
inner actor through being a part of Sr. Drama.
Students are reminded and given opportunity to
give their best to the glory of God and not
themselves. Multiple opportunities are available
for performance in both competition and stage

$

arenas. This class provides students the
opportunity to experience the production of a play
in an age appropriate, and God- honoring context.
Students will hone their verbal and movement
skills, audition for roles, work with scripts, and
become familiar with other aspects of stage
production. Memorization is required, and
students should expect to spend time outside of
class rehearsing their lines and blocking.
FundMusic

Fundamentals of
Music-HS

Conservatory-HS

Although this class does not appear on the
Monday Class Schedule, it will be offered at a
time that the teacher finds workable for him/her
and the majority of the students who sign up. It
may be offered on a day other than Monday
(probably Tuesday or Friday) if needed.
The course will cover the basics of musicianship,
notation, ear training, written harmony, and
keyboard harmony. There will be written
homework, ear training, and keyboard practice.
Students study music theory and composition and
will be expected to compose and perform (or
direct/organize a performance of) their original
scores in a class concert setting or school
production. Students will compose vocal and
instrumental pieces.
Requirements: Purchase pencils and manuscript
paper (also called staff paper) as well as a
standard-sized, portable keyboard (which
students should use in class).

$

490.00

9-12

GraDes-I

Graphic Design I-HS

Conservatory-HS

This course focuses on the relationship between
image and type and the fundamental elements of
page layout. Emphasis will be made on
developing the student’s conceptual and technical
skills, artistic vocabulary, and professional
presentation, along with the use of a variety of
media. Through project-based exercises and
group critiques, students will consider layout,
combining text and image, concept development,
and design strategies used by graphic designers
to communicate to an audience.

$

490.00

9-12

IntroThea

Intro to Theater-HS

Conservatory-HS

An introductory treatment of appreciation and
analysis of both dramatic literature and the
theatrical arts through historical overview and
production basics, and in-class workshops
intended to inspire intuitive imagination and a
relaxation of self-consciousness and inhibitions
while they explore the world of a play.

$

490.00

9-12

PlatArt

Platform Arts-HS

Conservatory-HS

An exploration of the methods of effective
performance-based storytelling and interpretation
of narrative literature and their cross-application
with the art of public speaking.

$

490.00

9-12

Conservatory-HS

This internship offers individual coaching and
hands-on experience of the application of all
aspects of technical theater (lighting, sound, set
design, costume, and makeup) and production
management. It allows for direct coaching and
involvement in the technical as well as production
roles and responsibilities in a class project or one
of the Artios productions. The student will be
working with different types of technical theatre
equipment via hands-on work and possible
fieldtrips. (Must be enrolled in Drama Club.)

0.00

9-12

StageMgmtInt Stage Management
ern
Internship-HS

$

TheatProd

Theatre Production
I/II-HS

Conservatory-HS

1st Semester (Theatre Production I): An
exploration into the principles and methods of
effective design for theatre, incorporating costume
design, hair and wig design, and stage make-up.

$

490.00

9-12

$

345.00

9-12

$

345.00

9-12

2nd Semester (Theatre Production II): An
exploration into the principles and methods of
effective design and teamwork for theatre,
incorporating scene design, prop design, sound
and lighting design, and operation and production
team collaboration.
Vocal-Men

Vocal Ensemble –
Men’s

Conservatory-HS

Although this class does not appear on the
Monday Class Schedule, it will be offered at a
time that the teacher finds workable for him/her
and the majority of the students who sign up. It
may be offered on a day other than Monday
(probably Tuesday or Friday) if needed.
Performing a variety of choral music for men’s
voices. Admission to the class is by audition only
and the student must be a member of the HS
Chorale

Vocal-Women Vocal Ensemble Women's

Conservatory-HS

Although this class does not appear on the
Monday Class Schedule, it will be offered at a
time that the teacher finds workable for him/her
and the majority of the students who sign up. It
may be offered on a day other than Monday
(probably Tuesday or Friday) if needed.
Performing a variety of choral music for women’s
voices. Admission to the class is by audition only
and the student must be a member of the HS
Chorale

WV

Worldview-HS

Conservatory-HS

Students will learn God’s Word as the foundation
to understanding the world around them. Reading,
class discussion, class activities, and engaging
lectures will help the students to better grasp the
core doctrines of the Christian faith and better
understand their own beliefs. Students will be
expected to read assigned material and to engage
in the class conversation by asking questions and
responding to other students and the instructor.
This course seeks to help high school students
better grasp and deepen their faith in Biblical truth
in an era of pragmatism, false tolerance, and a
denial of absolutes.

$

395.00

9-12

High School Courses Offered (Wednesday)
Alg-I

Algebra I-HS

Preparatory-HS

Using the Teaching Textbook curriculum,
combined with a personalized approach to math
progress, suggested real life activities and projects,
and individualized tutoring, students will complete
all necessary requirements for Algebra I as
prescribed by the local standards. This class
covers fractions, decimals, exponents, and roots.
Students learn to apply algebraic problem-solving
techniques to a variety of equations. Basic
coordinate graphing is introduced.

$

490.00

$

490.00

$

490.00

8-12

Requirements: Proper placement exam taken,
Teaching Textbook Algebra I 2.0 and Answer Key
Booklet
Alg-II

Algebra II-HS

Preparatory-HS

Using the Teaching Textbook curriculum,
combined with a personalized approach to math
progress, suggested real life activities and
projects, and individualized tutoring, students will
complete all necessary requirements for Algebra
II as prescribed by the local standards. This
class covers advanced equations involving
fractions, exponents, roots and polynomials.
Students also learn graphing lines, parabolas
and conic.

9-12

Tutoring Option Only – based on student
needs/teacher availability
Requirements: Proper placement exam taken,
and Teaching Textbook Algebra II 2.0 and
Answer Key Booklet
Anat

Anatomy-HS

Preparatory-HS

This is our advanced biology course. Combined
with Exploring Creation With Biology, it gives the
student the equivalent of a university biology
course. In order to take this course, the student
MUST have completed a first- year biology course.
This course covers both the anatomy and the

9-12

physiology of the human body’s 11 organ systems
in detail.
Requirements: Apologia Advanced Biology: The
Human Body 2nd ed. Textbook and Solutions
and Test Booklet
Biol

Biology-HS

Preparatory-HS

Biology is one of the most exciting topics of study.
In this class students will get to see the detail and
magnitude of God's creation. From the
microscopic to the macroscopic, all of creation
sings His name. Some specific topics covered in
this class include: the study of life (including DNA),
each kingdom in biological classification, the cell,
cellular reproduction, Mendelian Genetics, and
ecology. Dissection will also be an important part
of this class.

$

490.00

8-12

$

490.00

9-12

Students will keep a lab notebook.
Requirements: Textbook: Apologia Exploring
Creation with Biology 2nd ed. Textbook and
Solutions and Test Booklet
Chem

Chemistry-HS

Preparatory-HS

This course is designed to build a foundation in
Chemistry concepts that prepares the student for
college-level Chemistry. The course covers the
mole concept, stoichiometry, thermochemistry,
thermodynamics, kinetics, acids and bases, redox
reactions, solutions, atomic structure, Lewis
structures, molecular geometry, the gas laws,
equilibrium as well as other topics. An additional
lab day once a quarter will be required. We are
adding an additional Chemistry track this year that
utilizes an alternate textbook for home use Contact Prep Director for specific info)
Requirements: Apologia Exploring Creation with
Chemistry, 3rd Edition Textbook and Solutions and
Test Booklet

Geom

Geometry-HS

Preparatory-HS

Using the Teaching Textbook curriculum,
combined with a personalized approach to math
progress, suggested real life activities and
projects, and individualized tutoring, students will
complete all necessary requirements for
Geometry as prescribed by the local standards.
Topics include lines and angels, triangles,
quadrilateral, polygons, areas and solid geometry
and proofs.

$

490.00

9-12

Requirements: Proper placement exam taken,
Teaching Textbook Geometry - 2.0 and Answer
Key Booklet
GovEcon

Government and
Economics-HS

Preparatory-HS

First Semester: Students explore the government
of the United States from its beginning to the
present with special emphasis on the Biblical
pattern for government and on the U.S.
Constitution. By learning about the operations of
federal, state, and local government, and about
issues facing our nation today, students become
better equipped to understand, pray for, and be
involved in our country’s government. Second
Semester: With a narrative, conversational
style, Exploring Economics guides your student
on a fascinating and relevant tour through the
world of economics. Your student will become a
better steward of the money God provides and a
valuable, informed contributor to the economy on
the personal, household, local, national, and
international level.
Requirements: Government: Curriculum Package,
Exploring Government by Ray Notgrass and
Student Review Pack along with some additional
literature added.
Economics: Curriculum Package, Exploring
Economics by Ray Notgrass and Student Review

$ 490.00

9-12

Pack along with some additional literature added.
Hist-HS

History-HS

Preparatory-HS

You are about to embark on a journey! Depending
on what time period you are studying with us, you
will either be journeying through the Ancient Time
Period (Creation through the Fall of Rome), the
Medieval-Renaissance Time Period (Fall of Rome
to 1650), Early Modern Time Period (1650- 1850),
or the Modern Time Period (1850-present). This
year we will begin at the first of our 4 cycles, the
Ancient Time Period. As you are introduced to
each time period, you will be encouraged to view
history as HIStory. We will not only chronologically
travel through history; the flow of people and
events; we will devote purposeful attention to the
unfolding of history through a Biblical worldview
lens, revealing what happened and why. We will
explore our study from a hands -on approach while
we use many original source documents included
in the Artios Home Companion Text.

$ 490.00

9-12

Students learn the skills needed to successfully
navigate their lives and develop to their fullest
potential. This class gives students the tools and
support they need to communicate more
effectively, make informed decisions, set and
achieve goals, study effectively, problem solve,
resolve conflict, and develop time management.

$ 490.00

7-12

Students learn literary analysis through studying
common elements (context, structure, and style)
and literary elements (conflict, plot, setting,
characters, and theme) as they read and discuss
the selected literature for the time period (or
influenced by that period). Vocabulary:

$ 490.00

9-12

Requirements: Textbook/Online access: Artios
Home Companion Series for High School, Ancient
Time Period
LifeStudy

Lit-HS

Life & Study Skills – Preparatory-MS/HS
MS/HS

Literature-HS

Preparatory-HS

Development of an extensive vocabulary is
important. The required literary works at times
contain resplendent word usage for our study and
future use. We will revel in the wonderful language
that is presented in our literary choices. In addition
to reading and discussing, students may be asked
to participate in class projects, presentations, and
essay writing.
Requirements: Prerequisite: MS or HS Writing and
Mechanics (or equivalent).
Textbook/Online access: Artios Home Companion
Series for High School, Ancient Time Period along
with selected book list
PhySci

Physical Science – Preparatory-MS/HS
MS/HS

This physical science course is created to give
students an understanding of the basic world that
surrounds them each day of their lives and the
forces in creation, so that they can appreciate the
real-world relevance of scientific inquiry and the
beauty of creation. We believe that students’
educations should prepare them for life, not just an
academic year. Topics in include measurement
and units, earth, atmosphere, hydrosphere,
lithosphere, weather, intro to physics and chemistry
as well the solar system.

$ 490.00

7-9

$ 490.00

7-12

Requirements: Apologia Exploring Creation with
Physical Science 2nd ed. Textbook and Solutions
and Test Booklet
Span-I

Spanish I-MS/HS

Preparatory-MS/HS

Description: Spanish 1 takes an innovative and
engaging approach to helping students not only
learn about Spanish, but learn to communicate at a
novice-high level. All chapters present vocabulary
and grammar within the context of the theme.
Students will develop basic Spanish
communication skills, learn to share the gospel,
and study Spanish- speaking countries around the

world.
Requirement: BJU Press Spanish 1 (3rd Edition) –
specifics will be emailed to registrants.
WritMech-HS Writing & Mechanics
- HS

Preparatory-HS

This class is designed for high school students who
need a better foundation in grammar and writing
skills. It works hand in hand with our literature and
history classes and at times will draw on some of
the same topics being covered in those classes by
assigning writing that ties to those topics.
(Enrollment in at least one of those classes is
suggested but not mandatory.)
This class equips high school students to be
successful in the process of writing clear, concise,
and effective letters, essays, and papers.
Organizing papers for the most powerful effect, the
art of consolidation, developing the best flow of
ideas, documenting sources and so much more
enable the student to become successful in high
school writing and move to successful college-level
writing.
Requirements: materials will be provided during
class and/or list emailed to registrants prior to
beginning the course.
This course is a prerequisite to Literature.

$ 490.00

9-12

Artios Study Time
Supr

Supervised Study
Time
Monday

Artios Plus

Supervised Study time is required for those
students who have free periods. One free period is
allowed per day without charge, however, more
than one free period during the day incurs the
tuition. Study hall is only available between a
student’s 1st & last class of the day unless a
sibling has an earlier or later class. Make sure
your child brings schoolwork or quiet games to
keep themselves entertained. They will spend time
in study hall, as well as some breaks outside. The
tuition is per day, not per class period. This charge
will be accessed after final class schedules are
published. If space allows, there will be both a
quiet room for study and a community room for
gathering; however, in both cases, students will be
required to be seated and noise will be at a
minimum.

$

175.00

PK-12

Supr

Supervised Study
Time

Artios Plus

Supervised Study time is required for those
students who have free periods. One free period is
allowed per day without charge, however, more
than one free period during the day incurs the
tuition. Study hall is only available between a
student’s 1st & last class of the day unless a
sibling has an earlier or later class. Make sure
your child brings schoolwork or quiet games to
keep themselves entertained. They will spend time
in study hall, as well as some breaks outside. The
tuition is per day, not per class period. This charge
will be accessed after final class schedules are
published. If space allows, there will be both a
quiet room for study and a community room for

$

175.00

PK-12

Wednesday

gathering; however, in both cases, students will be
required to be seated and noise will be at a
minimum.

Artios Studio Offerings
Studio lessons provide one-on-one instruction for students eager to develop their instrumental, vocal, art, or
acting skills. The goal is to challenge their understanding of theory, technique, literature and performance
based on each student’s abilities.
Performance opportunities include a Studio Recital and may include various Artios events. There are 26
lessons given in the school year with an option of a 30-minute or 60-minute time slot. Master class, recital
performance, and/or competition entries may be required. Consistent at-home practice is a must. (There are
also semi-private lessons available in which two students are instructed in the same time slot.)
*Students younger than 7 years old may be assessed and allowed to take private lessons.
Art-Pri
Art-Pri(1)

Art Lessons Private
Art Lessons
-Private (1 Hour)

Dance-Pri

Dance LessonsPrivate

Artios
Studios

26, 30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$

725.00

6-12

Artios
Studios

26, 60-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$ 1,450.00

6-12

Artios
Studios

26, 30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$

725.00

6-12

Guitar-Pri

Guitar Lessons Private

Artios
Studios

26, 30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$

725.00

6-12

Guitar-Spri

Guitar Lessons Semi- Private

Artios
Studios

26, 45-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$

540.00

6-12

Harp-Pri

Harp
Lessons-Private

Artios
Studios

Provides one-on-one instruction for students
eager to hone their harp skills. The goal is to

$

725.00

6-12

challenge their understanding of theory,
technique, literature and performance based on
each student's abilities. Performance
opportunities include Studio Recitals and various
Artios events.
26, 30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.
Piano-Pri

Piano Lessons Private

Artios
Studios

Provides one-on-one instruction for students
eager to hone their piano skills. The goal is to
challenge their understanding of theory,
technique, literature and performance based on
each student's abilities. Performance
opportunities include Studio Recitals and various
Artios events.

$

725.00

K-12

$ 1,450.00

6-12

26, 30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.
PianoPri1

Piano Lessons Private (1 Hour)

Artios
Studios

Provides one-on-one instruction for students
eager to hone their piano skills. The goal is to
challenge their understanding of theory,
technique, literature and performance based on
each student's abilities. Performance
opportunities include Studio Recitals and various
Artios events.
26, 60-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

PianoPro

Piano Proficiency
Lessons - Group

Artios
Studios

60-minute group piano lessons to allow older
students to achieve piano proficiency usually
needed to meet Conservatory graduation
requirements.

$

720.00

9-12

Voice-Pri

Voice Lessons Private

Artios
Studios

Several genres of solo vocal music will be
pursued as the student learns to sing with good
vocal production and musicality. Student will be
expected to purchase printed music as requested
by the instructor. Master class, recital
performance, and/or competition entries may be
required. Consistent at- home practice is a must.

$

725.00

6-12

Private music instruction consists of 26,
30-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.
Voice-Spri

Voice Lessons Semi- Private

Artios
Studios

26, 45-minute lessons with a qualified instructor.

$

540.00

6-12

